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Governor Abbott, 
 
I’ve been watching the number of Covid-19 cases dramatically climb in Texas but I’ve also seen 
some other facts soaring that point to another more serious problem than a viral pandemic and 
that is a tyrannical attack on the lives, liberties and possessions of the American people and 
people of Europe.  
  
These other facts come from professionals, doctors, pathologists and government office holders in 
Texas. I am of the firm conviction at this time that the whole “Covid-19 Pandemic” is fake.  
  
I have provided links to two brochures using the information that proves that one, the state of 
Texas is cheating on how they report cases of Covid-19 and two, there is no proof that Covid-19 
even exists and that it has killed anyone so far. And this comes from pathologists who are 
responsible for determining the cause of death in several major European nations. These 
brochures have live hot links on them to the source of information. And three, I also attached a 
link to a one page chart that shows the “Pandemic” was fake in the beginning. 
 

1. http://lawfulgovernment.com/fake-pandemic-proof.pdf  
2. http://lawfulgovernment.com/covid-disobedience-now.pdf  
3. http://lawfulgovernment.com/fake-pandemic-chart.html 

 
Also, many doctors in America are speaking out on the resistance they get from the health system 
when they have good results from treating “Covid-19” symptoms with low cost remedies. 
Doctors are encouraged to cheat on the count and diagnosis of Covid-19 and to use the most 
expensive and ineffective means of treating it. This is MALPRACTICE encouraged by the state. 
  
I am now convinced that this whole “Covid-19 Pandemic” is to keep the nation closed down until 
the people submit to a series of vaccines that will require the use of a data chip that will carry 
medical and vaccine information and any other information tyrants deem necessary for public 
safety. This is pure TYRANNY as the government has no authority to do such a thing and it 
harms the life, liberty and possessions of the people.  
  
Even if there was some reality to this “pandemic” it would not give the right to government to 
force the alteration of people with vaccines and data chips, as God created man in his image and 
put him in a world He also created to live and he does not need physical improvement by 
government to live in society. If I were you I would love to bust this wide open! What a thrill that 
would be! No one wants to be a facilitator of tyranny, hardship, pain and death. We should not 
fear a virus more than abject tyranny and lawlessness but that is exactly where we are under this 
fake pandemic. 
  
Please read the information and feel free to email me back with any questions or comments. 
  
Sincerely, 
Ron Avery 
7/14/20 
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